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Bonk’s Lesson - Mathematics

Objectives Extra 
Information

Lesson 1 – Parent/
Child Version.

L.O: 

I Understand What 
a Fraction of a 
number is.

STARTING ACTIVITY – Simple Column Addition Revision. (10 Minutes)
If you are unsure of the method for column addition there are many videos and articles explaining 
this available - a quick online search for ‘column addition tutorial’ will direct you to materials that will 
allow you to learn this skill in advance of this lesson if necessary.

Additional question can quickly be generated for further activities by using a number generator to 
produce 2 or 3 digit numbers. Another alternative is rolling two or three dice. Note: if your child is 
struggling crossing the barrier of 10, 100 or 1,000 ensure all digits are less than five.

MAIN TEACHING – The Connection Between Fractions and Numbers.  (10 minutes)
Explain to your child that a fraction of a number divides it into parts. Display an example of a fraction 
and identify the two parts to your child giving their names; the Numerator and the Denominator. 
Explain that the Denominator tells how many ways the number will be split whilst the Numerator tells 
how many of these splits will make up the answer. 
Ask if your child understands this (it is not important at this stage if they do not fully understand this 
concept as you are going to explain it further physically).

Materials Required:
 36 cubes or identical objects per 

pupil
    Lined Paper
    Pencil

Key Words: 
Column Addition
Fraction
Numerator
Denominator

Differentiation:
During the main teaching exercise 
if your child is struggling to work 
independently support them by 
working together on a question before 
seeing if they can continue onto the 
next independently.

Starting

   
1.    24+33=
2.   12+27=
3.   41+15=
4.   53+36=
5.   28+31=
6.   22+25=
7.   34+43=
8.   27+39=

Higher

   
1.    327+539=
2.   114+628=
3.   146+717=
4.   153+338=
5.   628+134=
6.   829+226=
7.   334+893=
8.   118+999=

Secure

   
1.    27+39=
2.   14+28=
3.   46+17=
4.   53+38=
5.   28+34=
6.   29+26=
7.   34+93=
8.   18+99=
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Now tell them it is much easier to express this by showing them a couple of examples. Display the 
fraction ! and ask them how many ways they will be splitting the number you choose. If they give 
an incorrect answer stop and address the misconception at this stage. Demonstrate to them using 
cubes how to find ! of 12 (by taking 12 cubes and splitting them into four equal piles then counting 
the number of cubes in one pile) then ask them to do the same. Ask them what ! of 12 is. 

Ask your child to replace their cubes in their pile and now take 16 cubes. Can they work out what ! 
of 16 is? Give them sufficient time to do this and then ask them what ! of 16 is.

Ask your pupils to replace their cubes in their pile and now take 15 cubes. Can they work out what 
1/3 of 15 is? Give them sufficient time to do this and then ask them what 1/3 of 15 is.

Now explain to your child they will continue to answer some similar questions independently.

MAIN TASK – (30 Minutes)
Your child will answer the following questions independently:

 1.    1/4 of 8
 2.   1/5 of 15
 3.   1/6 of 42
 4.   1/3 of 27
 5.   1/8 of 32
 6.   1/12 of 36

Mini-Plenary: Display the fraction 3/4 and ask your child when they split their cubes into four piles 
how many piles of cubes will they have to count to find 3/4? Demonstrate to them using cubes how to 
find 3/4 of 12 (by taking 12 cubes and splitting them into four equal piles then counting the number of 
cubes in three piles).

Ask your child to replace their cubes in their pile and now take 16 cubes. Can they work out what 3/4 of 
16 is? Give them sufficient time to do this and then ask them what " of 16 is.

Traffic light expected lesson 
outcomes:
  I can calculate fractions of a 

number where the fraction has a 
numerator of 1.

 I can calculate fractions of a 
number with support.

 I can calculate fractions of a 
number independently. 
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Ask your child to replace their cubes in their pile and now take 15 cubes. Can they work out what 2/3 
of 15 is? Give them sufficient time to do this and then ask them what 2/3 of 15 is.

 1.    2/4 of 8
 2.   3/5 of 15
 3.   4/6 of 42
 4.   2/3 of 27
 5.   5/8 of 32
 6.   7/12 of 36

PLENARY – (10 minutes)
Use the three examples below; tell your child to imagine they were you explaining to the them at the 
start of the lesson how to calculate the fraction and to show you or another family member how to 
answer the question.

 1.    1/4 of 20
 2.   3/5 of 25
 3.   7/12 of 60
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